Cellular stress induces rapid expression of genes encoding molecular chaperones. In many eukaryotes, stress also triggers transient intracellular acidification which, by unknown mechanisms, is associated with increased survival. Here, using budding yeast as a model, we discover that preventing cells from transiently acidifying during heat shock compromises induction of molecular chaperones and fitness. Prevention of acidification during stress and recovery silences induction of a canonical heat-shock protein altogether. The association between acidification, induction, and growth holds at the population and single-cell levels. Hinting at the molecular basis of these effects, the failure to acidify specifically suppresses induction of genes regulated by the conserved heat shock transcription factor Hsf1. Our results establish a central role for intracellular pH in the eukaryotic transcriptional stress response, and implicate pH-sensitive stress-sensing proteins, rather than misfolded proteins, in the activation of Hsf1 under physiological heat shock conditions.
Introduction
.
Yeast cells respond to stress with intracellular pH changes and production of heat shock proteins which can be tracked at the single-cell level. a) Intracellular pH changes during stress measured with continuous flow cytometry; each point is an individual cell, and the gray rectangle is the period during which cells were exposed to elevated temperature. A solid line shows a sliding-window average over all data; for visual clarity, only 2% of points are shown. Dashed lines represent the range we subsequently use as representative of the physiological pH drop. b) Production of molecular chaperones in response to temperature stress. Each plot is a timepoint during recovery from 42 C, 20-minute heat stress showing forward scatter pulse area, which correlates roughly with size, versus red fluorescence. Gray points are wild-type/unlabeled cells. Red points are cells expressing Ssa4-mCherry from the native locus. c) Induction curves showing the fold change in median ratio of fluorescence to size (forward scatter pulse area) as a function of time. Fold change is relative to unstressed cells and is common to all timepoints. Thin gray lines are individual experiments, thick red curve is the smoothed conditional mean. Figure 2 . Acidic intracellular pH during stress is necessary for rapid production of heat shock proteins. a) Schematic of intracellular pH manipulation and stress. Colored stars correspond to the measurements shown in b). b) Measured intracellular pH distribution during pH manipulation before (green), during (red), and after (purple) 42 C heat stress. Dashed lines indicate buffer pH, black distribution shows unmanipulated cells. Intracellular pH is accurately manipulated during stress. c) Induction of Ssa4 during recovery from normal (red) or pH-manipulated (gray, pH 6.8) stress. Thin curves are individual experiments and thick curves are smoothed conditional means (see Methods for details). The red curve is the same data from Figure 1c for comparison. Although pH manipulation causes a delay in Ssa4 production, it does not affect the ultimate level of induction. d) Fold change in Ssa4 expression during recovery following stress at many different intracellular pHs. Points represent the median of individual flow-cytometric measurements, and at least three biological replicates were performed for each condition (see Methods). Lines are sigmoid fits (see Methods for fitting details). Preventing the pH change during stress causes a marked delay in the production of Ssa4. e) Fold change in Ssa4 expression during recovery in media buffered to pH 7.4 after stress with manipulated intracellular pH. f) Median Ssa4 fold change two hours after pH manipulation with (left) and without (right) heat stress. 6/47 optimal growth conditions. Intracellular pH values between the physiological post-stress 120 value (7.0) and the physiological resting value (7.5) caused intermediate delays as monitored 121 by Ssa4 expression after two hours (Figure 2f , left). To ensure that this was not an artifact 122 of fluorescent protein tagging, we also tagged Ssa4 with a FLAG tag and confirmed the 123 delay by Western blot ( Figure S3a ). We also blotted against an untagged native small heat 124 shock protein, Hsp26, under the same conditions and observed the same pH-dependent 125 reduction in protein production, confirming the effect in another heat-shock protein (Figure 126 S3a). Given these results, we adopt the working model that the pH-dependence of heat 127 shock proteins likely generalizes to the full response; genome-scale results presented later 128 further support this extrapolation. 129 To further determine whether acidification or ionophore treatment alone induced the 130 response, we performed control experiments with pH manipulation at ambient temperature. 131
Cells exposed to a variety of intracellular pH values did not show Ssa4 induction, with the 132 exception of the lowest pH examined, pH 5.0 (Figure 2f , right hand side), which is 133 substantially below the range of physiologically realized pH values during short-term heat 134 shock (cf. Figure 1a ). These results indicate that ionophore treatment does not trigger the 135 heat shock response, and suggest that the physiological pH drop in heat-shocked cells is not 136 solely responsible for chaperone induction. 137 Because intracellular acidification results in large part from the influx of environmental 138 protons, we reasoned that intracellular pH, and its downstream effects on the heat-shock 139 response, might also depend on the pH of the medium during recovery. To fully deprive 140 cells of acidification, we allowed stressed cells to recover in media which was buffered to the 141 resting pH of 7.5 and, as before, free of ionophore. Cells stressed at pH 6.5 or pH 5.0 showed 142 similar chaperone induction to that observed in unbuffered media. In contrast, maintaining 143 cells at pH 7.5 during stress and recovery abolished chaperone production (Figure 2e ). 144 We draw several conclusions from these data. The physiologically observed acidification 145 of the cytosol is required for, but does not cause, rapid heat shock protein production under 146 these conditions-a remarkable result. Depriving cells of the opportunity to acidify silences 147 chaperone production. Cells permitted the chance to acidify after heat shock were still 148 capable of mounting a response albeit with a substantial delay, indicating that heat and 149 acidification do not need to co-occur to elicit a response. This suggested that intracellular 150 pH during recovery played a significant role in the production of heat shock proteins, and 151 we turned our attention to that possibility.
152
Reversal of stress-induced acidification during recovery promotes heat 153 shock protein production in single cells 154 How does intracellular pH during recovery influence chaperone production? In the absence 155 of ionophore treatment, stress-associated intracellular pH changes reverse rapidly after 156 Figure 3 . Preventing acidification during stress dysregulates the return to resting pH during recovery, suppressing heat shock protein production. a) Intracellular pH during recovery for cells stressed at various pH values show variation induced by pH during stress. Thin gray traces are replicates, thick colored lines are averages over replicates. b) Relationship between intracellular pH and Ssa4 fold change on the single cell level during recovery. Return to the resting pH, bounded by dotted lines, appears to precede Ssa4 induction, and is necessary but not sufficient for high expression levels. Color and label refers to the pH during stress. c) The fraction of the population in the resting pH range predicts Ssa4 expression, summarizing data in b; circles show the population median, and triangles show the median of only the subpopulation of cells within the resting pH range. Data show cells after three hours of recovery. d) During recovery from heat stress at intracellular pH levels between 7 and 7.5 a bimodal distribution of Ssa4 fold change was observed. A two-component mixture model was used to classify cells into two groups: low and high induction level (> 0.95 posterior probability cutoff used for assignment). Cells stressed at pH 7.2 are shown here as an example. e) Intracellular pH as a function of time for the low and high expression groups. Cells stressed at pH 7.2 are shown, see Figure S4 for all conditions. **p << 0.01, Wilcoxon rank sum test.
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stress ends 8 (cf. Figure 1a) , and, if heat shock is brief enough, precede detectable 157 accumulation of heat shock proteins. Most populations treated with ionophore during heat 158 shock also rapidly returned to the pre-stress pH upon return to ambient growth 159 temperature ( Figure 3a ). However, cells stressed at pH values above 7.0 took longer on 160 average to recover and, counterintuitively, cells held at the pre-stress (resting) pH during 161 stress acidified during recovery and failed to recover their intracellular pH after two hours at 162 ambient growth temperature (Figure 3a , right hand side, blue trace). At the same time, 163 these cells fail to robustly produce heat shock proteins. Given these observations at the 164 population level, we sought to determine whether intracellular pH during recovery is 165 predictive of chaperone induction at the single-cell level.
166
Examination of the per-cell relationship between intracellular pH variation and 167 production of Ssa4 revealed a clear pattern: virtually all cells which produced high levels of 168 Ssa4 had returned to the resting pH ( Figure 3b ). Cells further from the observed pre-stress 169 resting pH (middle 80% of the distribution is shown with dashed lines) induce less protein, 170 while cells with a wide range of induction values, including high expression, are found in the 171 resting pH range. These data are summarized in Figure 3c . We conclude that returning to 172 the resting pH is necessary, but not sufficient, for induction of molecular chaperones during 173 recovery from stress.
174
Having established this connection between intracellular pH and chaperone production 175 during recovery, we further noticed that some populations showed a bimodal distribution of 176 Ssa4 induction values. In particular, we observed this behavior in populations stressed 177 between pH 7.5 and pH 7.0. Figure 3d shows this distribution for cells stressed at pH 7.2; 178 all distributions are shown in Figure S5a . A causal relationship between pH and chaperone 179 production would predict that, even within an identically treated population, cells showing 180 lower Ssa4 expression would have a lower intracellular pH compared to those with higher 181 expression. To test this prediction, we assigned cells to low-and high-expression categories 182 by fitting the data with a mixture of two Gaussian functions 42 at each timepoint ( Figure   183 3d). The evolution of the distribution of pH values for each category during recovery is 184 shown in Figure 3e . In line with our prediction, the lower-expressing cells had less robust 185 pH recovery than the high expressing cells. Particularly at 120 minutes of recovery, when 186 we see strong bimodality ( Figure S5a ), we also see strong separation of the intracellular pH 187 distributions, with the low-expressing cells displaying intracellular pH values that fall below 188 the ordinary unstressed range (Figure 3e and S5b).
189
These data demonstrate that although cells require acidification during stress to mount a 190 rapid response at the population level, the response further depends on subsequent reversal 191 of acidification. The return to the resting pH dictates the dynamics of chaperone 192 production. Acidification, either simultaneous with or following heat stress, followed by 193 return to the resting pH are required for robust induction of chaperones after heat stress. 194 
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Intracellular pH contributes to cellular fitness during stress and recovery 195
Given the highly conserved nature of the heat shock response, it is reasonable to expect 196 that the response improves cellular fitness after stress. In light of the connections we have 197 established between intracellular pH changes and the deployment of this response, we 198 sought to determine whether these pH changes affected fitness during recovery. In 199 single-celled organisms such as S. cerevisiae, fitness differences may be quantified by 200 measuring the growth rate relative to a wild-type competitor 43 (Figure 4a ). We stressed 201 pHluorin/Ssa4-mCherry dual-labeled cells in different pH conditions and, just prior to 202 recovery, mixed them with exponentially growing, unlabeled wild-type cells. Samples were 203 taken during recovery and analyzed by flow cytometry; the number of cells belonging to 204 each type was counted, and the log ratio of that value was plotted as a function of time.
205
The fitness loss was quantified by fitting these data to a line and taking the slope (Figure 206 4a). We performed additional controls to correct for potential strain differences and for the 207 fitness effect of ionophore; see Methods and Figure S6 .
208
As expected in comparing stressed populations to an unstressed control, all fitness 209 differences were negative, indicating a reduction of fitness during recovery from stress 210 ( Figure 4b ). However, post-stress fitness reached a maximum when cells were stressed at a 211 pH close to the physiologically expected level ( Figure 4b ). Fitness declined when the stress 212 pH was more acidic or more basic. In the range tested, fitness was lowest in cells held near 213 the resting pH. Thus, mimicking physiological intracellular acidification during stress 214 maximizes fitness during recovery.
215
The parallels between the pH-dependence of heat-shock protein production ( Figure 2f heat-shock protein production responsible for the acidification-associated increase in fitness? 219
Both of these measures reflect population-level behavior, yet a causal link predicts 220 correlations between pH, induction, and growth in single cells. A priori, these correlations 221 could be in any direction in subpopulations, so long as the population average is preserved. 222
Moreover, the complex web of connections between the variables in question make many 223 outcomes possible. For example, pH influences protein folding and stability, 44 heat shock 224 causes protein misfolding, 4 and protein misfolding promotes chaperone production and 225 reduces fitness. 43 We therefore exploited cell-to-cell variation within populations to assess 226 the empirical relationships between intracellular pH, heat-shock protein production, and 227 cellular growth of individual cells.
228
In single cells, growth and division reflect progression through the cell cycle. Because 229 emergence of a bud signals that cells have passed through the START checkpoint and exited 230 G1, cell-cycle position can be approximated by cellular morphology. 45 Heat stress causes 231 yeast cells to arrest in G1. 46 Release from G1 arrest (and thereby re-entering the cell cycle 232 10/47 . Populations forced to physiological range of pH values during stress have the smallest fitness deficit during recovery. a) A schematic of the relative growth rate experiment which measures population fitness. Stressed, labeled cells and exponentially-growing, unlabeled cells are mixed and allowed to grow at 30 C. 'Labeled' cells are Ssa4-mCherry/pHluorin diploids. Fitness is measured by fitting the log-ratio of the population sizes as a function of time to a line; the slope of the line is the difference in exponential growth rates (see Methods for full explanation). All values are expected to be  0 because stressed cells are being compared to exponentially growing cells. b) intracellular pH during stress vs. relative growth rate (each point is an independent experiment); points are the slope of the line illustrated in a). Values between 30 minutes and 2 hours of recovery were fit with a line. See Methods for details. Figure 5 . Fitness, intracellular pH, and heat shock protein production during recovery is correlated in single cells. a) Classification of cells into large (red) and small (gray) populations. Classification was performed by fitting the forward-scatter pulse width to a two-component Gaussian mixture model and using the point of maximum overlap as a cutoff between the two categories. Classification of cells stressed at pH 6.8 is shown. Black labels are the total number of cells in each category. b) Ssa4 fold-change versus intracellular pH for budded (red) and unbudded (gray) cells during recovery; data for 3 hours post-stress are shown. pH during stress is shown on the right side of the plot. Black lines show summary statistics of the entire population (budded and unbudded) and span the middle 50% of the data, crossing at the median of each dimension. c) Proportion of cells budded as a function of time during recovery. The characteristic shape of the curve is represented in the left-most panel, with data from cells stressed without pH manipulation. There is a peak in the proportion budded at approximately 2 hours recovery after stress (vertical dashed line). Whether and when this peak occurs after stress varies between populations stressed at different pHs; cells stressed close to the normal stress pH are most similar to the native curve. d) Summary of c); the average proportion of cells budded between 90 and 120 minutes after stress.
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and resuming growth) represents an important stage in recovery, and failure to do so on the 233 population level would appear as reduced population-level fitness. Delayed release from G1 234 arrest provides a potential explanation for the reduced growth rates we measured in Figure 235 4b. We tested the resulting prediction that single cells in these populations would show 236 signs of G1 arrest by examining the distribution of cellular morphologies in each population 237 during recovery.
238
Cells without a bud cannot be confidently assigned to a growth state, as they may be 239 actively growing and in G1, arrested in G1, or in G0. However, the presence of a bud 240 following stress indicates that the cell has re-entered the cell cycle and begun reproducing. 241
By classifying cells as either unbudded or budded and looking for differences between the 242 populations, we could determine whether budding cells that are actively growing during chaperone levels. We interpret their enrichment in the unbudded category as evidence that 255 these low-expression, low-pH cells remain disproportionately growth-arrested-and thus 256 have reduced fitness-relative to the full population. 257 We also used the proportion of budded and unbudded cells as a measure of 258 population-level fitness. During recovery, cells are released from heat-induced G1 arrest en 259 masse, leading to a temporary synchronization of the population with a coordinated 260 increase in the proportion of budded cells, which eventually returns to the steady-state 261 value of percent budded for exponentially growing cells 46 as seen in Figure 5c (right).
262
Following 42 C, 20-minute heat shock without pH manipulation, the percentage of budded 263 cells peaks just before 2 hours of recovery (dashed line in Figure 5c ). In pH-manipulated 264 cells, if the pH experienced with elevated temperature is close to the native stress-associated 265 pH, this recovery peak occurs at approximately the same time as in unmanipulated cells. 266 However, cells that experience a more acidic or more basic pH during stress show a delay in 267 the occurrence of the budding peak ( Figure 5c , summarized in 5d), in agreement with the 268 difference in growth rates shown in Figure 4b . 269 By measuring growth in multiple ways, we have shown that post-stress resumption of 270 
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growth is tuned to particular stress-associated cytoplasmic pH values. Moreover, fitness 271 positively correlates both with increased chaperone production and with restoration of the 272 pre-stress pH in populations and in individual cells. Resumption of growth is consistent, at 273 the population and single-cell level, with induced chaperones contributing to release of 274 stress-induced cell-cycle arrest, as others have observed. 9 We conclude that acidification 275 during stress is adaptive.
276
Failure to acidify during stress impairs the core transcriptional stress 277 response regulated by Hsf1
278
Our results thus far link pH regulation to production of a single heat shock protein, with 279 only limited evidence that other canonically induced stress proteins follow suit ( Figure S3a ). 280
Since the heat shock response is characterized by highly typical and conserved changes in 281 transcription, we used mRNA-Seq to characterize stressed, pH-manipulated cells to 282 determine whether and how the global transcriptional stress response was affected by 283 intracellular pH. We sequenced the transcriptome 50 of cells stressed at pH 6.8 (mimicking 284 physiological stress-triggered acidification), at pH 7.4 (pre-stress resting pH), and without 285 pH manipulation. All populations mounted the transcriptional heat shock response, as 286 evidenced by the induction of heat shock genes (Figure 6a ). Ionophore treatment globally 287 reduced the magnitude of the response regardless of the target pH ( Figure S8b ); this is 288 consistent with our flow-cytometric measurements of Ssa4 protein levels (cf. Figure 2c ), 289 where ionophore treatment appears to affect the timing of production rather than ultimate 290 levels of Ssa4 protein.
291
To isolate the pH-specific effects on transcript levels, we focused on the per-gene 292 transcript abundance ratio in acidified cells versus non-acidified cells, shown in Figure 6b . 293 Heat-shock genes show higher acidification-dependent levels than all genes, a modest but 294 notable difference. Motivated by the observation that not all the heat-shock genes were 295 pH-sensitive, we asked whether transcripts associated with different transcription factors 296 showed systematically different pH sensitivity. The general stress response in fungi is 297 regulated by two main transcription factors: Hsf1, which regulates chaperone-centric stress 298 responses in all eukaryotes, 33, 51 and Msn2/4, a pair of paralogous factors limited to 299 fungi. [52] [53] [54] While many genes are regulated by both factors in budding yeast, recent studies 300 have identified sets of genes specifically regulated by one or the other (see Methods for 301 details). 3, 55 302 Dividing heat-shock gene transcripts into Hsf1 and Msn2/4 targets revealed a striking 303 factor-specific effect: for Hsf1 targets, but not Msn2/4 targets, acidification promotes 304 induction ( Figure 6b ). These acidification-sensitive, Hsf1-regulated genes include the core 305 molecular chaperones long associated with the canonical heat-shock response: Hsp70s (the 306 cytosolic SSA family and ER-localized KAR2 ), Hsp90 and co-chaperones (HSC82 and 307 Figure 6 . Failure to acidify during stress specifically represses Hsf1-activated genes. a) Transcript abundance (transcripts per million, tpm) in stressed versus unstressed samples. b) Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of per-gene transcript abundance in cells stressed at pH 6.8 relative to cells stressed at pH 7.4. The red line shows all heat shock proteins; this group is further divided into genes regulated by Msn2/4 (green) which show similar behavior to all detected transcripts (gray, (P = .402, Wilcoxon rank sum test)), and those regulated by Hsf1 (orange), which are significantly higher in acidified cells (P < 0.01).
HSP82 ; CPR6, STI1 ), Hsp40/J-proteins (SIS1, APJ1 ), and small heat-shock proteins 308 (HSP42, BTN2, HSP10 ), among others. With the caveat that we are measuring transcript 309 levels and not transcription rates, we conclude that the effect of pH is specific to Hsf1. The ability to silence Hsf1 activation during a robust heat shock with a modest change 320 in pH is thoroughly unexpected, because heat-induced protein misfolding has long been 321 thought to provide the trigger for Hsf1 activation. 33, 56 In the currently accepted model for 322 heat-triggered Hsf1 activation, here referred to as the 'misfolding' model, events proceed as 323 follows. Hsf1 is constitutively bound and repressed by the molecular chaperone Hsp70 324 before stress. 57, 58 Heat stress destabilizes proteins, causing them to misfold and expose 325 hydrophobic regions 4 for which Hsp70 has high affinity. 59 Titration of Hsp70 away from 326 Hsf1 is sufficient for Hsf1 activation. 57 How simply maintaining the pre-stress pH would 327 prevent Hsf1 activation is not immediately obvious. We weigh three major possibilities to 328 explain our data: 1) that prevention of acidification prevents heat-induced misfolding; 2) 329 that steps in the activation of Hsf1 other than removal of Hsp70 repression require 330 acidification; or 3) that the stress-induced Hsp70 substrates which cause Hsf1 activation are 331 not misfolded proteins, but rather are stress-responsive proteins that depend upon 332 acidification to become Hsp70 substrates. abundant endogenous protein and a core marker of eukaryotic stress granules, demixes from 365 solution into massive assemblies in response to heat shock. 5, 19, 22, 61, 62 In vitro, Pab1 366 demixes by phase separation to form a hydrogel, and this process depends on both 367 temperature and pH: a 42 C heat shock is insufficient to cause Pab1 demixing at pH 7.5, 368 but sufficient at pH 6.6 ( 22 and Figure 7 ). Pab1's stress-triggered demixing has been 369 observed after a range of different stresses, and yeast cells depleted of Hsp70 show slowed 370 dispersal of Pab1 assemblies induced by heat 5 and of Pab1 from stress granules, 63 371 suggesting that Hsp70 contributes to this dispersal. In fungi, Hsp70 collaborates with 372 Hsp40/J-proteins (e.g., Sis1 and Ydj1) and the AAA+ ATPase Hsp104 to disaggregate a Together, these studies indicate the existence of proteins that undergo stress-triggered, 379 pH-dependent demixing processes and produce assemblies that conditionally recruit Hsp70. 380
If robust Hsf1 activation requires such pH-sensitive protein demixing, then preventing the 381 17/47 drop in pH would suppress Hsf1 activation, exactly as we observe. We thus favor this last 382 possibility to explain our results. 383 Figure 7 . A model for the pH dependence of the Hsf1-mediated transcriptional response. a) Hsp70 represses Hsf1 before heat shock. One or more sensor proteins expose Hsp70 binding sites in response to stress, likely achieving high sensitivity by demixing. b) The relationship between the pH/temperature phase diagram of poly(A)-binding protein (solid line, demixing in the shaded area), the observed pH/temperature induction of the Hsp70 Ssa4 reported in the present study (circles show tenfold or greater induction, x's show less induction), and a shifted phase boundary consistent with a protein capable of serving as the sensor in a. The yeast cell sits at the pre-stress position, and arrows show environmental changes studied here: 1) physiological 42 C heat shock, with resulting acidification; 2) the same heat shock with acidification artificially suppressed; 3) acidification alone without a temperature change, as occurs during other stresses such as starvation. Crossing the hypothetical sensory phase boundary corresponds with empirical observation of robust Hsf1-mediated heat-shock protein expression.
Temperature sensing, intracellular pH, and the transcriptional heat shock 384 response. We have previously proposed that stress-triggered protein demixing can take 385 the place of misfolding-induced aggregation in the standard model for Hsf1 activation, with 386 demixing proteins acting as the primary sensors of temperature. 22 In the misfolding model 387 of Hsf1 activation, the temperature sensors are the thermally unfolded proteins. Because only what the misfolding model already requires, namely to recruit Hsp70 away from Hsf1 398 in a temperature-dependent fashion. Formation of toxic species is not required.
399
What might these sensors be? In previous work we identified dozens of proteins which 400 demix into reversible assemblies in response to heat stress in budding yeast. 19 where we alter intracellular pH and temperature independently, the response is misregulated 417 and cellular fitness is reduced. We can construct a phase diagram in intracellular pH and 418 temperature space which can predict the phase separation of particular components; at a 419 low enough pH, proteins demix even at ambient temperature. An example of such a phase 420 diagram is shown in Figure 7b . Remarkably, our results from controlling pH and monitoring 421 a chaperone response neatly overlays such a diagram, where extreme acidification (pH 5.0) 422 at ambient temperature (conditions under which Pab1, the stress-sensitive cytoplasmic 423 protein demixes in vitro 22 ) is sufficient to induce the response, albeit to a lesser extent.
424
This finding agrees with a recent study of pH changes during starvation stress; there, the 425 stress-triggered aggregation of a transcription factor, a pH-dependent process, is required 426 for production of glucose-starvation specific genes. 25 These demonstrations underscore the 427 contribution of intracellular pH to cellular regulation, as well as the potential utility of 428 integrators which 'read' combinations of signals and synthesize this information to initiate 429 an appropriate response. 430 One notable wrinkle apparent in our data is that the pH and temperature changes need 431 not coincide to elicit a response. This is most clearly demonstrated when heat stress at the 432 resting pH, followed by intracellular acidification at the ambient non-stress temperature, 433 19/47 suffices to produce a response, albeit one that is delayed (Figure 2d ). The implication is 434 that whatever process is responsible for triggering the downstream signal, which we 435 postulate to be demixing, has at least two steps. Although many possibilities exist, one 436 with some empirical support is a nucleation and growth process in which nucleation is 437 strongly temperature-dependent, while growth depends strongly on pH. Both Pab1 and 438 Pub1 show evidence for this type of behavior. 22, 24 Pab1 in vitro, for example, forms large 439 numbers of small, sticky droplets when subjected to elevated temperature, but 440 comparatively fewer and larger separate droplets when subjected to a pH drop at non-stress 441 temperatures. Pub1 shows changes in material properties as temperature increases. A 442 nucleation process dependent on thermally triggered local unfolding, followed by pH-and 443 temperature-dependent demixing (such as phase separation), would explain all of these 444 observations. In this model, heat-triggered formation of nuclei, followed by pH-triggered 445 growth at normal temperatures, would still produce demixing, along with the subsequent 446 response, but with a delay, just as we observe. We note that the timescales of the response 447 are different depending on whether the two signals, pH and temperature, are received 448 coherently or incoherently. Future work is necessary to determine whether a nucleation and 449 growth process can explain these dynamics, or whether other possible explanations, such as 450 activation of two arms of a signaling pathway or even two entirely separate pathways, must 451 be invoked.
452
Temperature as a physiological signal regulating growth. That extremes of 453 temperature cause protein misfolding which triggers the heat shock response is beyond 454 question: as noted above, misfolded proteins suffice to induce the heat shock response in the 455 absence of heat, and all proteins will thermally denature at some temperature. What is not 456 clear is whether all temperatures trigger the response by causing protein misfolding.
457
Extremes of temperature may not be physiologically relevant to the response, by which we 458 mean reflecting temperatures (and times) encountered by the organism sufficiently often to 459 evolutionarily shape the organism's response to those conditions. 460 As an alternative to the misfolding model under many physiological conditions, compartments will be activated. And finally, that the response is deployed during multiple 491 stress conditions, even ones seemingly irrelevant to protein folding, reflects its likely purpose 492 as part of a regulatory strategy to contend with transiently growth-limiting change rather 493 than to contend with protein-destabilizing change.
494
The natural question then arises: what are the physiological conditions which have 495 shaped the heat shock response of this organism-whatever organism one is studying? 496 What signal is the organism responding to?
497
The evolutionary importance of temperature as a physiological signal.
498
Temperature acts as a physiological signal in other ascomycete fungi. For example, some 499 dimorphic fungi live and grow in the environment as a mold, and convert into a yeast (a 500 single-celled, reproducing fungus) in response to entering a mammalian host and detecting 501 the resulting increase in temperature, the critical sensory cue. 68 The budding yeast and 502 occasional human pathogen Candida albicans similarly requires a temperature increase to 503 trigger the bud-to-hyphae transition critical for infection, 69 which also induces chaperones 504 in a classical Hsf1-mediated heat shock response. 70 While it is physically possible that these 505 species express proteins which misfold to form toxic aggregates during their pathogenic 506 transitions, such a situation seems unlikely to us, given the existence of many thermophilic 507 21/47 species indicating no fundamental barrier to evolving proteins with higher stability. S. cerevisiae,. 74 The acidity of the stomach provides an ample source of protons to drive 520 intracellular acidification.
521
A prominent ecological niche for Saccharomyces cerevisiae is the surface of fruits such as 522 grapes, 71 which birds eat-indeed, vineyard crop damage by passerine birds is a major 523 challenge for the wine industry. 75, 76 Yeast proliferate to higher numbers on damaged fruit 71 524 which often results from bird pecking. 75, 77 Besides birds, other known dispersing hosts for 525 the Saccharomyces genus include wasps, bees, ants, and fruit flies, 71, [78] [79] [80] all of which are 526 preyed upon by birds, indicating that yeast may enter an avian carrier by multiple routes. 527
Yeast that survive passage through a bird stand to benefit from broad geographic dispersal, 528 an evolutionary advantage which requires transient survival in a harsh (hypoxic, 529 low-nutrient) acidic environment averaging approximately 42 C. From these lines of 530 evidence, we argue that passage through birds is an evolutionarily advantageous, 531 ecologically established, physiologically relevant heat-shock condition for budding yeast.
532
Broader considerations. Recognition that a rise in temperature may represent a signal 533 rather than merely a damaging agent alters how one thinks about the purpose of the 534 response to temperature, the response's mechanistic basis, and the conditions under which 535 the response would be deployed. Here, the suppression of the heat shock response by 536 elevated pH suggests that acidification-and the capacity to acidify, which appears to be 537 determined in large part by extracellular pH-is a key part of the physiological context in 538 which this thermal signal is received. This logic applies broadly. In humans, for example, a 539 key physiological heat shock-fever-triggers the Hsf1-mediated heat shock response. 81
540
Perhaps fever causes new problems for cells, new self-inflicted damage to be cleaned up.
541
Alternatively, however, fever may be acting as a systemic signal which activates a cellular 542 program with key roles in modulating immune and inflammatory responses. 81 Indeed, the 543 apoptotic response of human neutrophils to fever temperatures is sharply dependent on 544 22/47 intracellular pH, with acidification promoting survival; local acidification is a hallmark of 545 inflammatory conditions and promotes neutrophil activation. 13 546 We began by noting that the biological meaning of the longstanding association of 547 cellular stress with cytosolic acidification, observed from single cells to vertebrate neurons, 548 has remained unclear. Our results speak to a potentially broad effect: that this association 549 in part reflects the dependence of the core Hsf1-mediated transcriptional stress response on 550 pH. The analogous pH-dependence of multiple proteins undergoing thermally triggered 551 demixing, coupled with the known mechanism for regulation of Hsf1, suggests a general 552 mechanism for integrated stress sensing upstream of this universally conserved eukaryotic 553 transcription factor. Moreover, this putative mechanism provides a crucial and potentially 554 general connection between protein demixing and its transduction into adaptive cellular 555 action. 556 
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Methods 557 Yeast strains 558 Scarless tagging of the Ssa4 protein with mCherry was done in the BY4742 background via 559 serial transformation and fluorophore exchange with the URA3 gene such that no selection 560 cassette remained in the genome. This was done by creating an intermediate strain with
561
URA3 at the C terminus of the SSA4 locus; this sequence was replaced with mCherry and 562 counterselection was done on 5-fluoro-orotic acid . The final strain has the SSA4 563 gene in the native context with the native stop codon replaced by the mCherry sequence. In 564 the BY4741 background, the coding sequence for pHluorin, under control of the constitutive 565 GPD1 promoter, was incorporated at the LEU2 locus using Leu2 expression as a selectable 566 marker. Strains were purified at least twice by streaking and picking single colonies, before 567 being mated. The resulting strain, yCGT028 with genotype MATa/↵ ura3 0/ura3 0 568 leu2 0/pHluorin his3 0/his3 0 MET15/met15 0 lys2 0/LYS2 SSA4/SSA4-mCherry, 569 was used for all experiments except those shown in Supplemental Figure S3 , which uses 570 strain yCGT032.
571
Strain yCGT032 was constructed in the same fashion, but with SSA4 fused to a FLAG 572 tag rather than mCherry.
573
Growth and stress conditions 574 Yeast cells were grown at 30 C in synthetic complete media with 2% glucose (SC). For all 575 experiments, cultures were started from the same frozen stock, and grown so that the cell 576 density was below optical density (OD) 0.1 for at least 12 hours before stress; a dilution of 577 no more than 20-fold was performed at least 4 hours prior to stress. Cells were grown to 578 between OD 0.05 and OD 0.1 (flow cytometry) or to OD 0.3-0.4 (mRNA-Seq) before being 579 stressed.
580
All temperature stresses occurred at 42 C for 20 minutes, except for the data in Figure 581 1d, which was 42 C for 10 minutes. Unstressed cells were used to determine manual gates on forward and side scatter to 595 isolate cells. Growth conditions (see above section) were such that no significant 596 populations of dead cells were expected. In some experiments a sub-population of cells 597 became highly fluorescent in the BV421 channel. These cells were ambiguously bright in the 598 FITC (488) channel, meaning that they could not be confidently assigned to either strain; 599 although recorded, these cells were excluded from the analysis computationally by threshold 600 gating in the BV421 channel. The percentage of these cells of the total, initially gated 601 population was between 5 and 50%, and varied primarily with handling (no association with 602 pH or treatment).
603
Dynamic intracellular pH measurements. Cells constitutively expressing pHluorin 604 in the cytoplasm (yCGT028) were grown as described in Growth Conditions above. A 605 400µL aliquot of cells was loaded onto the flow cytometer at room temperature and the 606 instrument was run continuously for 5 minutes of equilibration. With the instrument still 607 running, the sample tube was briefly removed and 1mL of media at 44 C was added (to 608 account for heat loss in mixing); the tube was rapidly returned to the cytometer and held in 609 a 42 C water bath for 10 minutes, followed by 10 minutes at room temperature. were taken at 10 and 20 minutes and analyzed by flow cytometry. The intracellular pH was 645 calculated using a calibration curve generated at 30 C using different buffers. The close 646 correspondence between the measured buffer pH and the calculated intracellular pH from 647 the calibration curve is shown in Figure 2b . 648 
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Manipulating intracellular pH during stress. Intracellular pH during stress was 649 manipulated using calibration curve buffer. The concentration of the ionophore was low 650 enough that any anti-microbial effects were negligible, as seen by the small fitness effect on 651 pH-manipulated, unstressed cells (see Figure Supplement S6a and c, 'RT (mock)'. 652 1.2mL of cells grown as described in above 'Growth and stress conditions' section were 653 spun out of media and resuspended in 60µL freshly prepared calibration curve buffer plus 654 ionophore at the desired pH, equilibrated at room temperature for 15-30 minutes, and then 655 either exposed to 42 C temperature ('heat shock') or room temperature ('mock') for 20 656 minutes. After stress, cells were recovered by removing the buffer and resuspending in 1.2 657 mL of fresh SC media and holding at 30 C with 250 rpm shaking. The fresh SC was either 658 not pH adjusted (with a pH of approximately 4, data shown in Figure 2d , or was buffered 659 to pH 7.4 using 0.1 M Na 2 HPO 4 : NaH 2 PO 4 buffer (data in Figure 2e ). averaged to produce data shown in Figure 6 . Correlation between the biological replicates is 685 shown in Figure Supplement S8a the Msn2/4 genes were identified as genes that had a conserved Msn2/4 binding site in the 707 upstream promoter and which were upregulated during heat stress in a strain of yeast 708 where Hsf1 had been acutely deactivated. Hsf1 target genes were determined by differential 709 expression after Hsf1 inactivation using a combination of transcript sequencing Where n x (t) is the number of cells of type x at time t, r x is the instantaneous growth 718 rate (in units of t 1 ), and nwt(0) n pH (0) is the initial mixing fraction. This equality is true 719 assuming constant exponential growth, which our data indicate is valid at least for the early 720 stages of recovery (see Figure 4a , right hand side and S6a). We can use this equation to 721 calculate the difference in growth rate, i.e. the fitness loss, for each population of cells 722 having experienced stress at a different intracellular pH.
723
The reference population (subscript wt in the above equation) is wild-type cells growing 724 exponentially ('spike' or 'spike-in'), which are distinguishable from the pHluorin-expressing 725 strains as they are are not significantly fluorescent in either pHluorin channel. Using a 726 mixture of log-growing unlabeled and stressed labeled cells allows us to compare directly 727 between the different pH and temperature combinations, as all the measured fitness loss 728 values are relative to the same reference. It also implies that the difference r pH r wt will 729 always be either 0 or negative, since the treatments being compared (pH manipulation 730 either with or without heat shock) can only decrease the growth rate from maximal. To 731 ensure that the pH manipulation itself was minimally stressful, the relative growth of 732 pH-manipulated cells, which experienced 35 min at room temperature in calibration curve 733 buffer with ionophore, was calculated and was found to be extremely close to 0 for all pH 734 values considered (see figure S6c, 'RT (mock)' row).
735
To control for possible additional, strain-specific differences, we also calculated the 736 relative growth rate when both the wild-type and yCGT028 cells were treated identically 737 ('mix' or 'mix-in'); this value was also found to be nearly zero in every condition examined 738 (see Figure S6c , 'Mix-in' column).
739
Determination of budded fraction. We first computationally isolated the labeled, 740 stressed cells, and then for this population looked at the distribution of values in the 741 Forward Scatter Width channel. It has been shown that values in this channel correspond 742 most closely to cellular volume and size 47, 48 because the measurement represents the 743 amount of time spent passing in front of the interrogating laser. We note that there are two 744 populations of cells, which we assign to budded (larger) and unbudded (smaller) cells 745 ( Figure S7a ). This approach has been previously used to discriminate budded and 746 unbudded cells. 49 Tracking the fraction of budded cells as a function of time gives 747 information about cell cycle re-entry in a fashion analogous to the manual counting of 748 budded and unbudded cells as previously performed. 46
749
To verify this labeling, we sorted cells into two populations based on the forward scatter 750 29/47 pulse width into 95% ethanol to fix, and then visualized the fixed cells using light 751 microscopy, Figure S7a shows sorting parameters and representative microscopy images.
752
Cells from both populations were scored as either budded (containing an obvious bud that 753 is at least 1/4 the size of the mother cell) or unbudded (having no bud). Full quantification 754 is shown in Figure S7b . Fixed cells were then stained with Sytox to assess cell cycle position 755 following a published protocol, 84 and DNA content was analyzed by fluorescence intensity 756 using flow cytometry. The 'budded' population contained more cells in the 2x DNA peak, 757
indicating that they were doubling their DNA and were thus actively growing; see Figure 758 S7c.
759
Code and data analysis 760 All data analysis was performed with R 85 using packages from the tidyverse. 86 Plots were 761 made with ggplot2. 87 Custom packages can be found on GitHub. Raw data and scripts 762 processing it to produce all figures that appear in this work are available online.
763
In general, summary lines on plots are moving averages, with the exception of Figure 1c , 764
and Figure 2b (same data) which were fit with local smoothing using the 'loess' method in 765 the ggplot2 87 function geom smooth(). In Figure 2d , the log-transformed data were fit to 766 sigmoids with the form:
where a, b, c, and d are fitting parameters, and d is constrained to be greater than or 768 equal to 1.
769
Code for generating all processed data and plots is available in the supplemental 770 information. 771 30/47
